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RESORT // HIGH SPIRITS AT A HIGH ALTITUDE
// Enjoy the incomparable beauty of an Alpine backdrop – either while out and about or from SPA-ROSA itself. The varied range of services

that can be personalised in accordance with your wishes is sure to make your stay in the Tyrolean Alps the pinnacle of perfection. Plenty of
rest and relaxation await you in the “Best Austrian Hotel 2008” (Bertelsmann Verlag).
// The Grand SPA Resort A-ROSA Kitzbühel is where glamorous Alpine panoramas and a luxurious atmosphere meet. In our rooms and suites,

cutting-edge design and sumptuous comfort combine for a sense of real exclusivity. Depending on the category, the rooms include a loggia,
balcony, bay window or a dormer window – the breathtaking view of the Tyrolean Alps comes as an added extra. We are wholeheartedly
committed to fulfilling your every wish. In SPA-ROSA or in the Private SPA-Suite, you can find the true meaning of rest and relaxation. Our
exceptional restaurants will provide you with high-class cuisine. Surrounded by the golf course and these majestic surroundings, your stay is
bound to be extraordinary. Alltogether the Grand SPA Resort A-ROSA Kitzbühel provides the perfect setting to spend the summer freshness.

RESORT // OVERVIEW
3,000 m² of luxurious ambience at the SPA-ROSA

The ROSINIS kids’ and youth club gives parents the opportunity to relax too

Alpine golf centre: the Kitzbühel golf club directly at the resort,
three courses in Kitzbühel, further 19 courses in the region

An escape from the noise to calm – or the other way round – with our
special Harley-Davidson models

Hiking, mountain biking, climbing and paragliding in the fairy-tale
scenery of the Tyrolean Alps

For luxurious driving and a real Alpine road experience, we can provide
a fleet of cars including Land Rover and Jaguar

Three irresistible areas of culinary delight: the STREIF restaurant,
the gourmet restaurant and the Golf House Restaurant

Traditional “Hüttengaudi” entertainment on the Toni Alm

RESORT // 151 ROOMS
23 superior double rooms
79 executive double rooms

2 junior suites deluxe
4 family rooms
16 suites

8 deluxe double rooms

4 suites deluxe

5 maisonettes

1 A-ROSA suite

3 junior suites

6 imperial suites
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SPA-ROSA // WORLD-CLASS
// In the Grand SPA Resort A-ROSA Kitzbühel, you can experience carfully selected spa treatments from around the world, right in the middle

of the mountains. Our best-known relaxation methods have their roots in far-flung countries. Enjoy the relaxing effect of the Hawaiian lomi lomi
nui temple massage or become familiar with the gentle movements and aromatherapy essences of the Indian art of Ayurveda. Our body
and beauty treatments offer nothing but the deepest relaxation. Our entire range is sure to provide you with an incomparable experience for
body and soul. Medical health coaching is available on request accompanied by a personal trainer and/or under medical supervision.

SPA // ACCOLADES
SPA Diamond 2008 (Busche Verlag)
SPA awarded 3 lilies (Relax Guide 2008 and 2009)
SPA-ROSA // HIGHLIGHTS
Wide variety of body treatments incorporating Oriental techniques
for health and well-being
Wide range of LIGNE ST BARTH and Kanebo beauty treatments
and BestSkin® medical skincare products
7 different saunas and an ice grotto, Turkish bath and
rasul mud treatment room
Private SPA-Suite with balcony and Alpine panorama
to aid your relaxation

Alpine outdoor massages on the Toni Alm
3 individual saunas (upon request)
Large cardiovascular fitness and gym area, as well as a wide
range of fitness programmes with a personal trainer, also with
medical supervision, if required
Wide range of courses: indoor cycling, aqua aerobics, bodystyling,
Nordic walking, yoga, PMR, ZENvitality, Indian balance, Tigerobics
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FINE FOOD // CULINARY HEAVEN
// Our culinary creations represent a true revolution of Alpine cuisine, which we redefine by bringing long-forgotten regional products back up to date with the

focus on healthy eating. All three restaurants serve light and delicious creations, including several classics. Ascend to culinary heaven while tasting exclusive international dishes in the resort‘s own gourmet restaurant presently awarded with 1 Michelin star and 2 Gault Millau toques. (À la carte guide 91/100 points)

FINE FOOD // CULINARY HEAVEN
Exquisite evening buffet and display cooking in the STREIF restaurant

Excellent cakes and pastries for afternoon tea

Haute cuisine in the resort‘s own gourmet restaurant

Bar at the Market Place with impressive fireplace lounge

Traditional Tyrolean cuisine and delicious snacks in the Golf House
Restaurant, with large terrace

Halal cuisine available on request

GOLF AND SPORT // ALPINE PARADISE
// Kitzbühel is the ideal location for sports enthusiasts. In the winter, it is one of the most beautiful and chic Alpine ski destinations, while in the summer it has every

kind of experience on offer for golfers, hikers and bikers. With the famous Hahnenkamm Race or snow polo, the area is the ideal location for highly prestigious
events. Whenever you come to stay, you will be surrounded by beautiful scenery in the perfect place for extraordinary experiences that you will remember for
many years to come.

GOLF AND SPORT // FIRST-CLASS
The golfing centre of the Alps: 9-hole course at the resort, three further
courses in the immediate vicinity with a total of 45 holes, and 19 other
courses in the region

90 different hiking and mountain bike tours of different durations
to suit every requirement

750 kilometres of cycling paths, Alpine tracks and routes

Top-quality tennis courts

Nordic walking with personal trainer on request
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